th

10 INTERNATIONAL
TOURNAMENT
of HOENHEIM
CNFT 1 - ITSF Master Series
OPEN DOUBLES
On Saturday, March 19, 2016

OPEN SINGLES
On Sunday, March 20, 2016

Hall des Sports le Chêne
1, Rue du Stade
67800 HOENHEIM (France)

If you need more information, please contact:

www.francebabyfoot.com

René KURTZ
Phone : +33 6 31 72 57 38
kurtz.rene@wanadoo.fr
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www.table-soccer.org

PRESENTATION
The French club « LE BABY- FOOT ASSOCIATIF DU BAS-RHIN » and the city of Hoenheim, are glad
to invite you to participate in their 10th edition of the International Tournament, sanctioned as CNFT1 and
ITSF Master Series.
The tournament will take place as previous years at the following venue:

Hall des Sports
1, rue du Stade – HOENHEIM (France)
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REGISTRATION
The FFFT license, valid for season 2015/2016 is mandatory to participate in CNFT tournaments.
Registration for CNFT tournaments will be only taken via FAST extranet (please contact your club
or your national federation who has to do so).
Registration deadline is fixed on Monday, March 14th, 2016. After this date, registration will be with
additional charge (+50%).
Specific conditions for foreign players: Foreign players will be able to participate in CNFT tournament,
only if they have an ITSF license from their national federation. If you want to pay on site, please inform
the organizer kurtz.rene@wanadoo.fr before March 14 in order to avoid additional cost.
Registration fee per player and per Open event is:




Pro Elite / Elite players :
A et B series players:
C series players :

40 €
30 €
20 €

Registration for Junior, Women and Senior events will be taken on site. Registration fee in those events
will be 5 euros for Women and Senior, free for Junior.
A DYP event will be organized on Saturday in case we have enough time.
The following players won’t be able to participate in the DYP event:
- Players ranked as Pro-Elite
- Non-eliminated players
- Players participating in Junior, Women and Senior events
Registration fee for DYP event is 5 euros and will be taken on site.
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TOURNAMENT
OPEN DOUBLES
Qualification phase (Swiss system):
Start at 12:00 PM on Saturday.
The first round is drawn at random but includes seeded players as the following:
- 50 % of teams will be protected in the 1st round according to FFFT ranking
- 25% of teams will be protected in the 2nd round according to FFFT ranking.
For the following rounds, the software draws the first of the ranking against the next in the ranking who
wasn´t an opponent until then.
The number of rounds will be determined on the day of the tournament, regarding the number of
registered teams (minimum : 5 rounds – maximum : 8 rounds).
The winner will announce his/her victory at the tournament desk (no score required) or both teams in
case of tie.
Ranking will be based on teams points then total points of your opponent following by total points of the
opponent of your opponent. B1 stand for points of my opponent and B2 stand for points of the opponent
of your opponent. If there is still a tie, we’ll see the best opponent ranking that you played against.
Elimination phase:
100% players will be qualified into 2 divisions:
- Division "Pro":
the first 60% of qualification ranking
- Division "Semi-Pro":
the following 40% of qualification ranking
Players in Pro division will play for the win of the tournament; the other players (Semi-Pro) will play for
the ranking.
Elimination match format is SKO 3/5. First to 5 per game (2 points difference up to 8 maximum on the
last game).

OPEN SINGLES
Qualification phase (Swiss system):
Start at 09:00 AM on Sunday.
The first round is drawn at random but includes seeded players as the following:
- 50 % of teams will be protected in the 1st round according to FFFT ranking
- 25% of teams will be protected in the 2nd round according to FFFT ranking.
For the following rounds, the software draws the first of the ranking against the next in the ranking who
wasn´t an opponent until then.
The number of rounds will be determined on the day of the tournament, regarding the number of
registered teams (minimum : 5 rounds – maximum : 8 rounds).
The winner will announce his/her victory at the tournament desk (no score required) or both teams in
case of tie.
Ranking will be based on teams points then total points of your opponent following by total points of the
opponent of your opponent. B1 stand for points of my opponent and B2 stand for points of the opponent
of your opponent. If there is still a tie, we’ll see the best opponent ranking that you played against.
Elimination phase:
100% players will be qualified into 2 divisions:
- Division "Pro":
the first 60% of qualification ranking
- Division "Semi-Pro":
the following 40% of qualification ranking
Players in Pro division will play for the win of the tournament; the other players (Semi-Pro) will play for
the ranking.
Elimination match format is SKO 3/5. First to 5 per game (2 points difference up to 8 maximum on the
last game).
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JUNIOR/WOMEN/SENIOR EVENTS
The format for those events (doubles and singles) will be determined by the tournamnet director
on site according to the number of players in order to avoid delay for Open events
Those tournaments will begin at 06:00 PM for double events on Saturday and at 03:00 PM for single
events on Sunday. Only eliminated players from Open events will be able to register.
DYP
This event will take place only if time is enough. It will begin at 07:00 PM on Saturday and will be played
in SKO 3/5. First to 5 per game (2 points difference up to 8 maximum on the last game).

PRIZE MONEY
Top 3 in each event (except DYP) will receive trophy or medal.

OPEN DOUBLES * (Division "Pro")

OPEN SINGLES * (Division "Pro")

Rank

Prize money

Rank

Prize money

1
2
3-4
5-8
9 - 16

1400 €
700 €
2 x 400 €
4 x 200 €
8 x 120 €
16 x 50 €

1
2
3-4
5-8
9 - 16

1000 €
500 €
2 x 250 €
4 x 150 €
8 x 70 €
16 x 25 €

** 17 - 32

** 17 - 32

OPEN DOUBLES (Division "Semi-Pro")

OPEN SINGLES (Division "Semi-Pro")

Rank

Prize

Rank

Prize

1
2
3

Trophy
Trophy
Trophy

1
2
3

Trophy
Trophy
Trophy

* : Those prize money are guaranteed from 85 registered teams in doubles and from 125 registered
players in singles. (if less players, prize money will be adpated)
** : from 100 registered teams in doubles and from 150 players in singles

WOMEN / SENIOR DOUBLES

WOMEN / SENIOR SINGLES

Rank

Prize money

Rank

Prize money

1
2
3

50%
30%
20%

1
2
3

50%
30%
20%
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DYP *

JUNIOR DOUBLES AND SINGLES
Rank

Prize

Rank

Prize money

1
2
3

Trophy
Trophy
Trophy

1
2
3- 4

40%
30%
2 x 15%

* : if the timing is good to launch this event

ACCOMMODATION

 EAST HOTEL
17, rue de la Wantzenau
67800 Strasbourg - Hoenheim
tél. : + 33 3 88 81 02 10.

EAST HOTEL (http://www.easthotel67.com/)
- 45€ for the double room + 5€ for a third person

 HOTEL KYRIAD

6, Avenue Pierre Mendes France
67300 SCHILTIGHEIM
tél. : 03 88 81 24 44

HOTEL KYRIAD (http://www.kyriad.com/fr/hotels/kyriad-strasbourg-nord-palais-des-congres)
- 49€ for the double room
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MAP

Tramway
The location venue is situated along the line B of the tramway,
Between the stop “Général De Gaulle” and the terminus
“Hoenheim Gare”.
Timetable and plan: http://www.cts-strasbourg.fr/

Hall des Sports « le chêne », 1 rue du stade

By train
Timetable and booking: http://www.voyages-sncf.com/billet-train/horaires

By plane
Closest airports:
Entzheim : http://www.strasbourg.aeroport.fr/
Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden : http://www.badenairpark.de/
Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg : http://www.euroairport.com/
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PALMARES HOENHEIM TOURNAMENT

2007
(Pro-tour)

2008
(Pro-tour)

Open
Singles

Open
Doubles

Women
Singles

Women
Doubles

Senior
Singles

Frédéric COLLIGNON
(BEL)

Frédéric COLLIGNON
(BEL)
Arthuro CARLETTA (ITA)

Estelle JACQUOT (FRA)

Angélique LECOURTOIS
(FRA)
Anaïs NOEL (FRA)

Claude BENIZRI
(FRA)

Frédéric COLLIGNON
(BEL)

Arthuro CARLETTA (ITA)
Frédéric COLLIGNON
(BEL)

Amalie BREMER
(DEN)

Tessa
OTTEN-KERKHOF (NED)
Peggy LEFEBVRE (BEL)

Sven WONSYLD (DEN)
Niels WONSYLD (DEN)

Tessa OTTEN-KERKHOF
(NED)

Miguel DOS SANTOS
LOTE
(FRA)
Gaël LAGRANGE (FRA)

Amalie BREMER
(DEN)

2009
(Master
series)

Olivier COVOS (FRA)

2010
(Pro-tour)

Frédéric COLLIGNON
(BEL)

2011
(Pro-tour)

Miguel DOS SANTOS
LOTE (FRA)

Sébastien ZAPATER (FRA)
- Adel YOUSFI (FRA)

Amalie BREMER (DEN)

Senior
Doubles

Junior
Singles

Hans-Friedrich KIRCHER
(GER)

Hans-Friedrich KIRCHER
(GER) Wolfgang LAWALL
(GER)

Miguel DOS SANTOS
LOTE
(FRA)

Tessa
OTTEN-KERKHOF (NED)
Karolina HOLA
(CZE)

Johann WAHL
(GER)

Hans-Friedrich KIRCHER
(GER)
Johann WAHL
(GER)

Troels TRIER
(DEN)

Amalie BREMER
(DEN)
Camilla LOHMANN (DEN)

Didier DELABARRE (FRA)

Didier DELABARRE (FRA)
Olivier BAELEN
(FRA)

Camilla LOHMANN (DEN) Amalie BREMER (DEN)

Didier DELABARRE (FRA)

Wolfgang LAWALL (GER) Josef CORNELIUS (GER)

Torben MERZ (GER)

2012
(Master
series)

Olivier COVOS (FRA)

Sébastien MECKES (FRA) Miguel DOS SANTOS
LOTE (FRA)

Susanne BRÜCKNER
(GER)

Susanne BRÜCKNER
(GER) - Sonja BREUER
(GER)

Didier DELABARRE (FRA)

Eckhard KAUTH (GER) Josef STALTER (GER)

Rowan SMEETS (NED)

2013
(Master
series)

Sébastien MECKES (FRA)

Adel YOUSFI (FRA) - Gaël
LAGRANGE (FRA)

Katrin MATSUSHITA (GER)

Debora BLESSING (GER) Irma DEL GROSSO (GER)

Josef CORNELIUS (GER)

Hayman AZAB (GER) Hans-friedrich KIRCHER
(GER)

David GLADIEUX (FRA)

2014
(Master
series)

Miguel DOS SANTOS
LOTE (FRA

Frédéric TRAVERS
(FRA) - Matthieu
NOIREZ (FRA)

Mathilde HOUYELLE
(FRA)

Carolanne DOS
SANTOS (FRA) Caroline REBILLARD
(FRA)

Didier DELABARRE
(FRA)

Eric BENJAMIN (FRA) Christian CHAZAL
(FRA)

2015
(Master
series)

Yannick CORREIA (LUX)

Arthuro CARLETTA (BEL) Yannick CORREIA (LUX)

Irma DEL GROSSO (GER)

Irma DEL GROSSO (GER) Debora BLESSING (GER)

Eric BENJAMIN (FRA)

Patrick BENOIT (FRA) Didier DELABARRE (FRA)
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Loïc WEBER (FRA)

Junior
Doubles

Torben MERZ
(GER)
Troels TRIER
(DEN)

Maxime DAEFFLER (FRA) Torben MERZ (GER)

Torben MERZ (GER) Janik MÜLLER TRABERT
(GER)

